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Abstract
In this paper we present the wikification of the ELTeC (European Literary Text Collection), developed within the COST
Action “Distant Reading for European Literary History” (CA16204). ELTeC is a multilingual corpus of novels written in
the time period 1840—1920, built to apply distant reading methods and tools to explore the European literary history. We
present the pipeline that led to the production of the linked dataset, the novels’ metadata retrieval and named entity recognition,
transformation, mapping and Wikidata population, followed by named entity linking and export to NIF (NLP Interchange
Format). The speeding up of the process of data preparation and import to Wikidata is presented on the use case of seven
sub-collections of ELTeC (English, Portuguese, French, Slovenian, German, Hungarian and Serbian). Our goal was to
automate the process of preparing and importing information, so OpenRefine and QuickStatements were chosen as the best
options. The paper also includes examples of SPARQL queries for retrieval of authors, novel titles, publication places and
other metadata with different visualisation options as well as statistical overviews.
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1. Introduction
The COST Action “Distant Reading for European Lit-
erary History”1 ran from 2017 to 2022 and aimed to use
computational methods for the analysis of large col-
lections of literary texts. The main goal of this net-
working project was to compile and analyse a multilin-
gual open-source collection of novels, named European
Literary Text Collection (ELTeC). ELTeC contains cor-
pora of 100 novels per language written between 1840
and 1920 that are encoded in XML, are linguistically
annotated and contain detailed metadata (Schöch et al.,
2021).
The term distant reading (Moretti, 2000) describes an
alternative or a complement to close reading: Instead
of detailed, qualitative interpretations of selected liter-
ary texts, the idea is to analyse large collections of lit-
erary texts using quantitative methods of text analysis
and machine learning. Formal and quantifiable textual
features are used as indicators for relevant literary phe-
nomena, with their patterns of occurrence then being
related to categories such as authors, genres, or literary
periods (Schöch et al., 2020).
This paper presents an approach for publishing the
metadata and named entities (NE) from the sub-
collections of ELTeC as linked open data. More pre-
cisely, the paper presents results for 700 novels from
the first seven languages (English, Portuguese, French,
Slovenian, German, Hungarian and Serbian) that are
morpho–syntactically tagged (Stanković et al., 2022b)
and partially annotated with named entities (Stanković
et al., 2019; Frontini et al., 2020), as well as the case

1Distant Reading for European Literary History
(CA16204), https://www.distant-reading.net.

study on Named Entity Linking (NEL) for the Serbian
ELTeC sub-collection.
Linked open data for literary texts is slowly gain-
ing traction, as evidenced by resources such as Book-
Sampo (Mäkelä et al., 2013) or projects like POST-
DATA (Bermúdez-Sabel et al., 2021) and Mining and
Modeling Text (Schöch et al., 2022). The motivation
for the presented activity was to increase the visibility
of the ELTeC collection, to connect it to open knowl-
edge bases, as well as to allow searching and analyz-
ing texts using linked open data. The incentive for the
presented activity was the successful initial implemen-
tation for Serbian (Ikonić Nešić et al., 2021) that was
further applied to other six languages with support of
the sub-collection coordinators.
We use the term wikification not only for entity linking
with Wikidata as the target Knowledge base, but also
for creating and populating Wikidata items related to
novels which will be further used for entity linking.
The crucial point for automation of wikification was
the synergy of the powerful open source tools Open-
Refine (Huynh, 2012) and QuickStatements (Manske,
2019). This enabled 700 novels from the core collec-
tions and 20 from extended sub-collections of ELTeC
to be described in Wikidata, including associated items
for their first editions, print editions, digital editions
and the ELTeC (electronic) editions. This resulted in
approximately 20,900 automatically added statements.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
example of data about literary corpora for seven lan-
guages being automatically imported into Wikidata us-
ing different open source tools.
Section 2 is dedicated to the ELTeC: in Subsection 2.1
an overview of the text collection is given, in Subsec-

https://www.distant-reading.net
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tion 2.2 the XML/TEI encoding of novels is explained,
while in Subsection 5.1 the NER approach applied to
novels is introduced.
The ELTeC Linked data model is presented in Sec-
tion 3: in Subsection 3.1, the main data model, au-
tomation and the management of ELTeC Wikidata are
presented, while the pipeline, from data preparation to
Wikidata linking, is presented in Subsection 3.2.
The process of automation of ELTeC Wikidata popu-
lation is presented in Section 4. The entity linking is
described in Section 5.2: entity recognition and linking
with Wikidata identifiers.
The development of a user friendly interface with pre-
defined SPARQL queries with visualization is pre-
sented in Section 6. A set of web pages was devel-
oped with integrated results of SPARQL queries to help
literary scholars that are not familiar with SPARQL.
Several different visualisation options, based on Wiki-
data Query Service should allow new aspects of dis-
tant reading of the literary data. Section 7 concludes
and summarizes our entire research and outlines sev-
eral possibilities of extensions to this research.

2. ELTeC Text Collection
2.1. Overview of ELTeC Collection
Within the COST Action “Distant Reading for Euro-
pean Literary History”, a research network of more
than 200 researchers from more than 30 countries was
built to foster digital, cross-lingual research into the
history of the European novel. The envisaged activities
were to build a multilingual corpus of European nov-
els and develop appropriate, digital methods of analy-
sis. Its main objective was the production of a unified,
uniform, multilingual, digital novel collection dubbed
the “European Literary Text Collection”, or ELTeC for
short (Odebrecht et al., 2021), containing novels first
published between 1840 and 1920 in Europe.
ELTeC is a multilingual resource that provides learn-
ing opportunities regarding collaborative research for
the European, multilingual community of researchers
in (computational) literary studies. It is also a foun-
dation for the development of cross-lingual methods
and a first step towards a history of European litera-
ture that would be truly digital, multilingual and di-
verse (Schöch, 2022).
The novels are selected from the time period
1840-1920 and currently, 10 corpora are complete
while seven more are in progress, in addition to several
extension collections. The latest release (v1.1.0) was
published in April 2021, containing 14 sub-collections
and 1,200 novels. Its key characteristics are that each
corpus represents the variety of production, that texts
are encoded in XML-TEI, that they are linguistically-
annotated (morpho-syntactically, NE) and that every-
thing is published under open licences (Schöch et al.,
2021; Burnard et al., 2021).
ELTeC is designed to support a wide range of distant
reading methods. Such methods cover various compu-

tational approaches to literary text analysis, regarding
authorship and textuality, time and space, theme and
style, or character and plot (more in (Schreibman and
Siemens, 2008; Eve, 2022)). Many of them have al-
ready been applied to ELTeC, among them stylomet-
ric authorship attribution (Škorić et al., 2022; Cinkova
and Rybicki, 2020), stylistic analysis (Stanković et al.,
2022a; Patras et al., 2021; Krstev, 2021b) or direct
speech detection (Byszuk et al., 2020). Linguistic an-
notation and detailed metadata support many of these
methods.

2.2. XML/TEI Encoding of Novel’s Metadata
The ELTeC coding scheme was produced with no in-
tention to present the original documents in all their
original structure or layout complexity, but to make it
easier to access the texts that are encoded in a pre-
dictable manner. The relevant COST Action working
group agreed that the ELTeC should be delivered in a
TEI–encoded format, using a schema developed specif-
ically for the project (Burnard et al., 2021).
In order to be compliant with the TEI guide-
lines, a documents needs to provide metadata in the
<teiHeader>. Each novel from the ELTeC collec-
tion at level-1 (text with structural and layout annota-
tions) is prepared as an XML/TEI document and con-
tains a TEI header with the following required XML
elements:

• <fileDesc>: description of the electronic edi-
tion, which includes the title of the work and the
name of the author, as well as the statements of
responsibility (scanning, correction, annotation),
date of publication, size (measured by the number
of words). Identifiers can be assigned to authors
and their work, such as VIAF and Wikidata.

• <sourceDesc>: brief bibliographic description
of the first edition and the edition used as the
source for ELTeC (if different from the first edi-
tion).

• <profileDesc>: description of the text in
terms of meeting criteria used for the selection of
novels (e.g. author’s gender, novel’s size, time slot
of the first edition, number of recent reprints,...).

• <revisionDesc>: review of all changes to the
digital edition since its first publication.

An opportunity for speeding up the process of data
preparation for Wikidata was seen in using information
already encoded in the header of each novel (Krstev,
2021a; Ikonić Nešić et al., 2021). This approach will
be elaborated in Section 3.

3. ELTeC Linked Data Model
3.1. Wikidata Class Selection
Wikidata is an open source knowledge base where the
underlying structure in RDF is a collection of triples,

https://github.com/distantreading/WG1/wiki/teiHeaders
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each consisting of a subject (Wikidata item to which the
claim refers), a predicate (Wikidata property), and the
object (value). A value can be another item, a string,
a time, a period, a location, an URL, or a quantity, de-
pending on the property type. Statements can use qual-
ifiers that show the contexts of the validity of the state-
ment and they can include references. Qualifiers and
references are also represented in the form of triples,
where the subject is the claim.
The items and properties in Wikidata that are used to
structure the ontology are:

• classes: class (Q16889133), entity (Q35120) and
Wikidata metaclass (Q19361238),

• properties: instance of (P31) and subclass of
(P279)

Classes conceptually group together similar items.

Figure 1: The class diagram of Wikidata used for nov-
els and editions in ELTeC text collection.

Figure 1 presents the class/instance relation of all
classes and relations that are used in this research.
The blue lines represent “subclass of” relations be-
tween classes, while green lines presents other prop-
erties. The class person (Q215627) is used as “instance
of” (P31) class humans (Q5), as recommended in the

Wikidata documentation (Class person). Each item for
a novel is connected with an appropriate item that is an
instance of electronic edition (Q59466853), first edi-
tion (Q10898227), print edition (Q59466300) and digi-
tal edition (Q1224889) using property (P747) (has edi-
tion or translation), and every item of edition must be
connected with a corresponding item for a novel with
inverse property (P629) (edition or translation of). Or-
ange boxes represent items for each of the seven cor-
pora of ELTeC that are (P279) subclasses of electronic
edition (Q59466853). All seven are published in EL-
TeC Collection (Q106927517) which is “subclass of”
text collection (Q461183). A list of all properties that
are used for authors, novels and editions is presented
as a part of Wikidata: WikiProject ELTeC (Property
overview). It is necessary to emphasize that for now
only items for novels in the Serbian part of ELTeC are
connected with appropriate items for main characters
and narrative places. All items for main characters are
created manually and all of them are instances of lit-
erary character (Q3658341). Narrative places are in-
stances of class city (Q515).

3.2. ELTeC Data Model Aligning with
Wikidata Classes

Having consistent TEI headers enabled extraction of
metadata and linking with Wikidata. Data extraction
was a necessary step to automate the process of im-
porting novels and editions into Wikidata. After care-
ful selection of classes and properties, it was necessary
first to find exact mappings between them and elements
of the novels’ XML documents. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of the mapping for the French novel Lucingole
(Q111366753) written by Catulle Mendès (Q971215).
A set of metadata of the ELTeC novels was extracted
from the element <teiHeader>, the part of which
is presented in Table 1. The first column of Table 1
represents the TEI XPath to and element or attribute for
ELTeC edition (the upper cell) and for different types
of editions, where type can be first, print or digital (the
lower cell). The second column contains information
about the class of the instantiated data that is used for
mapping. More about mapping and chosen classes can
be seen in (Ikonić Nešić et al., 2021).

4. Automatization of ELTeC Wikidata
Population

An opportunity for speeding up the process of item cre-
ation was seen in using the information encoded in the
header of each novel, as explained in Subsection 2.2.
The main aim of this research was to build Wikidata
entities by using the model and mapping presented in
Subsection 3.2 for the novels belonging to those EL-
TeC corpora that already provide a so-called level-2
encoding with morpho-syntactic and NE annotation:
English, Portuguese, French, Slovenian, German, Hun-
garian and Serbian.
As the guideline model for the automation activities,

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q215627
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_ELTeC
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_ELTeC
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Figure 2: Mapping between metadata header and Wikidata (the novel Lucignole (Q111366753))

TEI XPath to element or attribute for ELTeC edition data element is instance of
/titleStmt/title Q783521 (title)
/titleStmt/author Q482980 (author)
/extent/measure[unit="words"] Q8034324 (word count)
/publicationStmt/publisher Q105044823 (publisher)
/publicationStmt/distributed Q12540664 (distributor)
/publicationStmt/availability/licence@target Q79719 (licence)
/profileDesc/langUsage/language[ident="fr"] Q34770 (language)

TEI XPath to element or attribute for different type edition data element is instance of
/sourceDesc/bibl[type=@typeSource]/title Q783521 (title)
/sourceDesc/bibl[type=@typeSource]/author Q482980 (author)
/sourceDesc/bibl[type=@typeSource]/publisher Q105044823 (publisher)
/sourceDesc/bibl[type=@typeSource]/pubPlace Q1361759 (place of pub.)
/sourceDesc/bibl[type=@typeSource]/data Q1361758 (date of pub.)

Table 1: Mapping between metadata to Wikidata for editions

the use case of SrpELTeC at Wikidata (Ikonić Nešić et
al., 2021) was employed.
Data preparation and the import process were done via
the synergy of OpenRefine (Verborgh and Wilde, 2013)
– a tool for working with messy data, like cleaning,
converting from one format to another, with the addi-
tion of external data via a web service – and Quick-
Statements, a Wikidata editor for adding and removing
statements, tags, properties, labels and descriptions.
The following processing steps were performed on all
novels with level-2 annotations:

• preparation of metadata of ELTeC sub-collections
for import into Wikidata,

• import of data into OpenRefine and reconcile data
with external source (Wikidata),

• importing data into Wikidata using QuickStat-
ments,

• analysis of imported dataset using a set of
SPARQL queries.

The procedure for the extraction of all metadata from
the headers into one CSV (comma separated values)
file, appropriate for further transformations and ex-
ploitation of text collections in OpenRefine, was inte-
grated in the already existing tool for creation, man-
agement and exploitation of lexical resources Lex-
imir (Stanković and Krstev, 2012).
After mapping metadata to Wikidata, OpenRefine was
used to automate the data preparation, check exis-
tence and perform disambiguation. A process of man-
ually checking of extracted metadata was required to
solve some uncertainties. Namely, several instances
of wrong date of birth or death of authors or missing
VIAF IDs etc. were found and solved in collaboration
with members of other teams of the working group for
different languages.
Since author-related entries are a precondition for the
automatic item creation, the OpenRefine reconciling
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process was used to check if each entry existed. Rec-
onciliation is the process of matching our dataset with
that of an external source – in this case we use this pro-
cess to identify existing items in Wikidata – a necessary
step that enables linking of the file contents to the iden-
tifiers (QID) of existing Wikidata items and the creation
of new ones for those that do not exist.

For missing authors, items as instances of authors
(Q482980), were automatically created, with la-
bels, description and properties such as dates of birth
and death and the author’s gender, which were ex-
tracted from the element <author> from metadata
<teiHeader>, if the information was available.The
process of entering authors in Wikidata will not be
described, and we will focus on entries for novels
and editions in Wikidata. The main entities involved
in these tasks are: text collection (Q461183), nov-
els (Q7725634) and version, edition, or translation
(Q3331189).

Figure 3: Statistical overview of edition items.

The next step was editing the Wikidata schema using
OpenRefine. Creating a Wikidata input set schema
defines subjects (items which we create), predicates
(properties) that will connect subjects, and objects in
RDF triples which are values of extracted metadata.
The subject of the statement one or more properties
whose value can be a Wikidata item, external URL,
or literal (string). The subject of the statement one or
more properties whose value can be a Wikidata item,
external URL, or literal (string). After editing and sav-
ing the Wikidata schema, we exported it as a Quick-
Statements file and automatically added it to Wikidata.

700 novels of the ELTeC level-2 collection with 700
ELTeC (electronic) editions, 565 first editions, 414
print editions and 413 electronic editions were au-
tomatically added (totaling in approximately 20,900
statements).The statistical overview of quantities auto-
matically added to Wikidata for each language is pre-
sented in Figure 3. More information about the meta-
data mapping can be found in (Ikonić Nešić et al.,
2021).

5. NER for ELTeC
5.1. Literary Characters and Narrative

Locations in Novels
The main goal of named entity recognition, in gen-
eral, is to indicate in a text names of persons, their
roles, locations, organizations, and other entities rele-
vant for specific purposes. The NER team agreed that
seven categories of entities should be indicated in the
novels: PERS, ROLE, DEMO, ORG, LOC, WORK, and
EVENT, which were assessed as being of the greatest
importance for further literary studies (Stanković et al.,
2019). Developing the NE layer of the ELTeC, test-
ing the automatic NER for Distant Reading in ELTeC
and fostering NER results and analysis are presented
in (Frontini et al., 2020).
Entities belonging to one of the following NE classes
were represented in Wikidata in this phase: PERS en-
tities which correspond to main characters of a novel,
ROLE entities used for their titles, professions or po-
sitions and LOC entities that designate places where
the action of a novel takes place (geopolitical loca-
tions). This research was focused on two categories,
PERS and LOC. The main characters of the novel can
be found in the list of the extracted PERS entities, while
in the LOC entity list one expects to find where the nar-
rative of the novel is set. All entities in both categories
were sorted by frequency of occurrence in each novel,
and the most frequent entities are taken as literary char-
acters (Q3658341) and narrative places, i.e. geographic
location (Q2221906). This task cannot be fully auto-
mated, since the names of same characters can be men-
tioned in a text in a number of different ways, such
as: Čedomir Ilić, Čedomir, Ilić, Čeda, and it is not
clear enough if places mentioned in novel are narra-
tive places or places that are mentioned by some char-
acters. Using these extracted named entities we were
able to manually add 123 narrative locations and 904
main characters for 69 novels to Wikidata.
The main characters were described with a set of prop-
erties: gender, profession, whether the character is fic-
tional or not, relations between characters (husband,
wife, parent, child, etc.) and professions of characters
related to the main ones. Since the basic information
for each novel and its author is already in Wikidata, e.g.
the birthplace of an author, his/her residence at the time
of writing, the place of novel’s first publication, it is
now possible to relate the ELTeC geodata the (place of
publication and places of narrative) to other time/space
coordinates, and consider more detailed mapping visu-
alizations as presented in Section 6.
Using SPARQL query https://w.wiki/5BX7, we pro-
duce graph (Figure 4) with the number of novels that
are mentioning particular locations (places) based on
Wikidata. Srbija (Serbia) is mentioned in 39 novels
and Beograd (Belgrade) is mentioned in 19 novels. The
graph with number of characters in novels, generated
using https://w.wiki/5BX9, is presented in Figure 5. It
can be seen that Djuradj Branković : istoričeskih ro-

https://w.wiki/5BX7
https://w.wiki/5BX9
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Figure 4: Number of novels mentioning the locations.

man (Djuradj Branković : a historical novel) has the
largest number of characters (41). Currently, only the

Figure 5: Main characters mentioned in novels.

narrative locations and literary characters in the Ser-
bian part of ELTeC collection are populated, the other
languages were not covered with this research.

5.2. From NE Extraction to Wikidata across
Inception to NIF

After the main characters and narrative places were
manually added, in order to validate the viability of our
approach in a realistic scenario, we used the tool IN-
CEpTION (Klie et al., 2018) for the Wikidata named
entity linking on a subset of SrpELTeC collection. IN-

CEpTION is a web-based environment for interactive
text annotation and knowledge management with inte-
grated machine-learning based assistance features and
entity linking with Wikidata. The user identifies entity
mentions and links them to Wikidata. To link text to
an item (a class or instance), the user selects a span of
text and searches for the linking item using an auto-
complete text with items from Wikidata. (Castilho et
al., 2018)
For the purpose of our research, two Serbian novels
Ivkova slava : pripovetka (Ivko’s patron saint’s day: a
short story) and Nečista Krv (Impure blood) were im-
ported into INCEptION and linked with main charac-
ters and locations. We present the main characters and
locations for the novel Impure blood in Table 2.

Main characters Narrative locations
Sofka (Q109693861) Vranje (Q211645)
Magda (Q10974671) Srbija (Q403)
Marko (Q109747266) Beograd (Q3711)
Arsa (Q109747507) Turska (Q43)
Mita (Q109747662) Carigrad (Q16869)
Simka (Q109748862) Solun (Q210176)
Todora (Q109748881) Morava (Q211328)
Tone (Q109748906)
Ahmet (Q109748924)
Milenija (Q109748942)
Tomča (Q109748839)
Stana (Q110283369)
baba-Simka (Q110826779)

Table 2: Characters and locations in Impure blood.

Figure 6 presents an example of linking character Sofka
from the novel Impure blood with Wikidata item Sofka
(Q109693861).

Figure 6: Inception & Wikidata NEL in Impure blood.

The workflow of linking characters and narrative places
is presented in Figure 7.
The full process of linking entities with knowledge
bases using the INCEpTION annotation platform is de-
scribed in (Klie et al., 2020).
After linking annotations in INCEpTION to the knowl-
edge base, we were able to write queries to find oc-
currences of all linked entities (e.g. specific persons)
or find verbs that precede specific places. First steps
towards RDF editions of the ELTeC corpus are pub-
lishing two Serbian novels Ivkova slava : pripovetka
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Figure 7: The Workflow: mapping metadata with Wikidata and Inception on the novel Impure blood.

(Ivko’s patron saint’s day: a short story) and Nečista
Krv (Impure blood), POS-tagged, lemmatized, with
NER and NEL with Wikidata, available in NIF (Ikonić
Nešić and Stanković, 2022b). An example of an NIF
excerpt of the novel Nečista krv (Impure blood) is pre-
sented in Figure 8.

6. The Overview of ELTeC@Wikidata by
SPARQL Queries

In order to facilitate the use of Wikidata about ELTeC,
we created a website with a set of predefined SPARQL
queries that enable retrieval of authors, novel titles,
publication places, characters, family relations of char-
acters, their roles and others, and offer different visu-
alization options (Ikonić Nešić and Stanković, 2022a).
Different queries were written that supplied the tables:
the title of the novel, the name of the author, the au-
thor’s pictures, the year of publication, the main char-
acters, and for those with imported narrative places and
main characters also the relations between them, as the
number of places mentioned by authors, and etc.
Figure 9 represents the timeline visualization of all au-
thors in seven sub-collections URL. Figure 10 repre-
sents the map of first publication places.
The query presented below produces
https://w.wiki/5BpU, a map of places of birth of
authors, colour-coded by the time span.

#defaultView:Graph
SELECT DISTINCT ?person ?name ?bplace
?byear ?coord ?layer
WHERE {
?novel wdt:P747 ?edition;

wdt:P50 ?person.
?edition wdt:P1433 ?coll.
?coll wdt:P361 wd:Q106927517}
?person wdt:P570 ?dod;

wdt:P19 ?place
?place wdt:P625 ?coord.
OPTIONAL{?person wdt:P569 ?dob.}
OPTIONAL{?person wdt:P18 ?image.}

BIND(YEAR(?dob) AS ?byear)
BIND(IF(byear<1851,"-1850",
IF(byear<1901,"1851-1900",
IF(byear<1951,"1901-1950",
"after-1950")))) AS ?layer)
?person rdfs:label ?name.
FILTER((LANG(?name)) = "en") ?place
rdfs:label ?bplace.
FILTER((LANG(?bplace))="en") }
ORDER BY (?byear)

In Figure 11, blue points represent time spans be-
fore 1700, orange between 1751-1800, green between
1801-1850, and red between 1851-1900.
The list of all novels, authors and editions for En-
glish, German, French, Portuguese, Slovenian, Hun-
garian and Serbian collection is presented in WikiPro-
ject ELTeC.

7. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we presented our recently finished activity
of populating Wikidata with 720 novels from the EL-
TeC for seven languages (English, Portuguese, French,
Slovenian, German, Hungarian and Serbian). The pre-
sented approach is language independent, so we hope
that this can be an inspiration for other ELTeC corpora
to expand their visibility using open linked data. The
research in the digital humanities has increasingly ad-
vanced the importance of linked (open) data and with
this activity we try to contribute to the distant reading
methods using linked data.
Current activities include manual Named Entity Link-
ing with Wikidata using INCEPTION platform, but
future activities will be focused on training a model
for automatic Named Entity Linking and exploring
the formal data structures for tabular formats in lan-
guage technology: CoNLL-RDF and CoNLL-RDF on-
tology (Chiarcos et al., 2021).
The second type of future activities will concern pub-
lishing entire annotated corpora as Linguistic Linked

https://w.wiki/52Yh
https://w.wiki/5BpU
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_ELTeC
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_ELTeC
http://inception.jerteh.rs/
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Figure 8: SrpELTeC NIF sample

Figure 9: ELTeC sub-collections timeline

Figure 10: Map of first publication places

Open Data. Using NIF or Web Annotation / Open An-
notation, the export of all level-2 novels additionally
supplied with NEL layer could be published in the RDF
store to be available via the SPARQL endpoint.
Following the current and future trends and challenges,

Figure 11: Birthplaces of authors, time span coloured.

as well as a proposal of the use of design patterns (Khan
et al., 2021) we will apply the OntoLex-FrAC: Fre-
quency, Attestations, Corpus Information module for
complementing dictionary of lesser known, archaic
words extracted from the old novels.
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